Web-based Enterprise Shipping System

Supported CMS WorldLink Carriers
FedEx®

LTL & Generic DB

UPS™

Schenker

USPS®

Purolator Courier®

DHL Express®

TNT Express

Expeditors

Exel

®

About CMS WorldLink

Benefits

CMS WorldLink™ is a state-of-the-art web-based multi-carrier enterprise
shipping application designed to address the shipping needs of both small
and large businesses. This robust and fully scalable solution is equally
suitable in a single warehouse environment as well as multiple distribution
centers located throughout the world.

Multi-Carrier Shipping System

CMS WorldLink operates easily with any host application including SAP,
Oracle Financials, JD Edwards and ERP system. The ability to share
shipping information with other applications eliminates repetitive data
entry, reduces errors, improves service and provides immediate shipping
information company-wide.
CMS WorldLink provides you with the power to manage and maintain
all shipping points via a single application. Centralizing shipping history
reports, location cost reporting and carrier rules will significantly improve
efficiency and establish a standardized global shipping process regardless
of location(s).

Designed With Today’s Most Advanced Technologies
ADO.NET, ASP.NET, C#, HTML, Visual Basic Scripts, Crystal Reports,
n-tier architecture, Microsoft WinSocket Connections, Web Services and
Visual Studio.
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“We chose CMS for its
flexibility, it allows us
to onboard carriers
much easier than our
previous software”
—RGH Enterprises

Automatically compare carrier rates, routes and
delivery options.

Rating Engine Independence

Flexibility to choose between a built-in, third
party rating engine or the carrier-supplied
compliance engine.

Free up Internal Resources

Eliminate time spent programming, developing,
managing integrations and maintaining constant
carrier updates.

Ease of Use

Customize shipping process screens to fit the
needs of individual users.

BlackBox Capabilities

Enable existing business systems to perform
address corrections and rate, ship and track,
maintaining branding and existing look and feel
using CMS BlackBox APIs.

Cost Control

Review delivery productivity, monetary and/
or operational productivity and more using
powerful reporting and statistics of Key
Performance Indicators.

Increase Employee Productivity

Process orders via Batch processing with just a
click of a button.

Variable Business Rules

Using Business Rules Automation, business rules
can vary depending on the assigned stations,
users and sites, all within the CMS WorldLink
framework.

Database Flexibility

CMS WorldLink supports Oracle, Windows
Servers and Microsoft SQL Server databases.
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